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Objectives/Goals
This Middle School Decision Making Project investigates the following hypothesis: in situations where
decision-makers must consider large amounts of information in drawing conclusions, it is best if they rely
upon their unconscious analysis (gut instincts).  However, when decision-makers must consider a limited
number of factors, conscious analysis is a superior thought process.

Methods/Materials
I prepared two tests: a simple test containing four attributes of four houses and a complex test containing
twelve attributes of four houses.  On each test, one house was superior, with 75% of its attributes being
positive.  Other houses had fewer positive attributes.  I administered the tests to 62 middle school
students, whom I divided into four groups: conscious analysis thinkers taking a simple test; conscious
analysis thinkers taking a complex test; unconscious analysis thinkers taking a simple test; and
unconscious analysis thinkers taking a complex test.  Conscious analysis groups had four minutes to select
the best house, while unconscious groups were distracted for four minutes and then asked to choose the
best house in a few seconds using their instincts.

Results
My data analysis revealed that gut instinct is a better thought process in both complex and simple
situations.  The unconscious analysis students chose the best house 44% of the time on the simple test and
67% of the time on the complex test.  The conscious groups scored correctly 40% of the time on the
simple test and 50% of the time on the complex test.

Conclusions/Discussion
My hypothesis was correct in that students using unconscious analysis scored considerably better than
those using conscious analysis when making complex decisions.   My hypothesis was only partly correct.  
The slightly higher scores of students using unconscious analysis on the simple test suggest that this may
be the superior thought process for simple decisions as well.

Project examines how middle school students use conscious analysis and gut instinct to make decisions.
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